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Overview
Media professionals worldwide rely on the Avid® MediaCentral™ Platform for critical business functions. 
Any outage of the systems on the platform may result in disruption of business continuity and financial 
loss. To mitigate the risk of such outages, customers can leverage the flexibility of the MediaCentral 
Platform to deploy a Disaster Recovery System (DRS).

Disaster recovery is a set of policies, procedures, and systems to enable the continuation of critical 
business functions when services are interrupted due to hardware failures, software failures, and natural 
or human-induced disasters. This article is an overview of key concepts for understanding and building 
a DRS. It identifies the risks that a DRS needs to account for, explains key metrics, and outlines DRS 
configurations for systems running on the Avid MediaCentral Platform.

Operational Risks
In general, operational risk is defined as the risk of losing value caused by inadequate or failed internal 
processes, people and systems, or from external events. Operational risk is managed by keeping losses 
within some level of risk tolerance (i.e., the amount of risk one is prepared to accept in pursuit of one’s 
objectives), determined by balancing the costs of improvement against the expected benefits.

Below is a table that shows common operational risks, with examples and possible solutions to mitigate 
the risks:

Risks Example Solution
Hardware / software failure Server crash Cluster / Failover / No single 

point of failure

Localized outage Loss of power to rack Local replication

Site outage Data center flooding Regional replication

Disaster Recovery Metrics
The key metrics to measure the effectiveness of a DRS are Recovery Point Objective and Recovery Time 
Objective.

• Recovery Point Objective (RPO) – The maximum targeted period in which data might be lost from a 
service due to a disaster.

• Recovery Time Objective (RTO) – The targeted duration of time in which services must be restored 
after a disaster.
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In the diagram below, the data updates made at the primary system are continually replicated to the 
backup system. If the replication is asynchronous, then at the time that the disaster hits, the backup 
system may not reflect the latest, most current state of the primary system. As seen in the below example, 
updates 4 and 5 are missing. 
The RPO determines the amount of updates that are lost in case of a disaster. The RTO is the period 
between the disaster and recovery, when service is resumed through the operation of the backup system, 
represented by updates A and B being made at the backup system. The RTO is the acceptable limit of 
service outage. 
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In an ideal case, both the RPO and the RTO would be zero. However, in most cases, the cost of meeting 
these objectives for all the risks mentioned above is prohibitive and businesses make compromises.

DRS Configurations
Multiple server configurations can be used in Disaster Recovery Systems. The diagrams below show 
typical configurations. Common to all configurations, system A is continually backed up to system A’. If 
system A fails, clients can immediately connect to system A’ while system A is restored. Several of the 
configurations show backups for multiple systems, i.e., A, B, C, and D backed up by A’, B’, C’, and D’. 
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Active / Passive
In the Active / Passive configuration, server System A is continually backed up to System A’. System A’ is 
only brought online when System A fails, in which case the clients would connect to System A’.

System
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Active / Active
In the Active / Active configuration, server System A and A’ are continuously replicated and used by the 
clients. If either System A or A’ fails, then the clients would connect to the working server.
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Shared Active / Active
In the Shared Active / Active configuration, two separate systems are over-provisioned to act as a mutual 
backup. If system A/B’ fails, then the A clients would connect to system A’/B, and vice versa.
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Multi-Site Replication
Multi-Site Replication is a model where multiple sites can have one or more redundant copies of data on 
other systems. Here A and B have 2 extra copies, C only has one copy.
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Star Topology
In the Star Topology, a central backup server provides the redundancy for multiple production systems. If 
Systems A, B, C, or D, fail, then the clients would connect to the central backup server. 
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Disaster Recovery for Avid Systems
The following sections discuss how Avid systems can be configured to mitigate the loss due to a disaster. 
In general, a replicated backup system is configured to run at a remote site within the region or country 
with a continuous backup to have a shorter RPO. Also, having a working backup system reduces failover 
time, as clients can connect to the backup system in the case of a disaster.

Although the diagrams in the sections below show basic Active / Passive configurations, the systems can 
be configured in other DRS configurations as described above.
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MediaCentral | UX
The Avid MediaCentral system can be configured to replicate the user credentials and settings (user 
data) from the Primary Workgroup to the Backup Workgroup. This is done by utilizing the multi-zone 
feature in MediaCentral | UX.

MediaCentral

Primary System Backup System

MediaCentralUser Data

A multi-zone environment comprises two or more single-zone systems joined together. The master zone 
maintains a read/write copy of the User Management System (UMS) database. Each slave zone has a 
read-only copy. All log-in activity in the slave zones is channeled through the master zone. In the event 
of a network disruption, the slave zones continue to operate in read-only mode until connectivity to the 
master zone is re-established.

The following illustration shows the setup screen for multi-zone configuration in MediaCentral | UX.

 

For more information about configuring a multi-zone MediaCentral system, see the “Multi-Zone 
Configuration” section of the MediaCentral Platform Services Installation and Configuration Guide.
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Interplay | Production Local Replication
An Interplay® | Production system is commonly deployed with Avid ISIS shared storage systems, and 
runs on the MediaCentral Platform with MediaCentral | UX. Components in an Interplay | Production 
Workgroup system typically include Interplay | Transfer, Interplay | Production Services Engine, Interplay | 
Engine, Media Indexer, and the Lookup Service.

To configure a DRS for Interplay | Production, a second complete system can be configured at another 
location within the site. This system is considered the Backup Workgroup. An instance of the Interplay 
| Copy service is configured to continuously back up the data in the Primary Workgroup to the Backup 
Workgroup. This process copies the clips and sequences (asset metadata) as well as the video and 
audio files (asset essence) to the Backup Workgroup.

Because the Copy service needs to be directly connected to both Avid ISIS systems, this configuration 
is limited to a 1.1 kilometer distance between the two systems. This distance limitation applies only to 
systems directly connected via Zone 1. For systems indirectly connected using Zone 3 methodology, 
a distance of 10 km can be achieved with standard long-range 10 G-LR transceivers in the network 
switches. 

MediaCentral MediaCentral
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Notifications of new
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Transfer
IP Engine
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Interplay
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For more information about configuring the Copy service, see the “Working with the Copy Service” 
section of the Interplay | Production Services Setup and User’s Guide.
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Interplay | Production Regional Replication
For regional replication, where the connection between the two systems has high latency, i.e. over a 
WAN, the mirroring to the backup system can be performed using the backup and restore functionality in 
Interplay. A synchronization application can be configured to make a copy of the Interplay backup data to 
the backup system. 

The following commands are scheduled to run at a given interval (daily, every 8 hours, every hour, etc.):

1. A backup of the Primary Workgroup runs

2. The synchronization application copies the backup data from the Primary Workgroup to the Backup 
Workgroup

3. The database is restored to the Backup Workgroup

See Appendix A for scripts that can be used to perform these steps.

The media files can be copied using the same synchronization application. An ISIS File Gateway system 
is configured to allow access to the remote backup ISIS system using the CIFS client.
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There are several applications available for synchronizing file systems:

• robocopy – Built into Windows (one-way sync)
• rsync – Open source software (one-way sync)
• Unison – Open source software (one-way and two-way sync)
• GoodSync – Commercial software from Siber Systems
• DNA Sync® – Commercial appliance and software from StorageDNA® 

For more information about robocopy, rsync, and Unison, see Appendix B.
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For more information about creating and restoring Interplay Engine backups, see the “Creating 
and Restoring Database Backups” section in the Interplay | Engine and Interplay | Archive Engine 
Administration Guide. For information on configuring an ISIS File Gateway for CIFS access, see the 
“Configuring the Server for CIFS Access” section of the Avid ISIS File Gateway Setup and User’s Guide.

iNEWS Local Replication
Up to three iNEWS® servers can be configured in a mirrored cluster, connected over a special LAN 
backbone (dedicated 100-base-T network recommended). All iNEWS data, including directory structure, 
stories, and user information is constantly mirrored across each server in the system. User sessions and 
processes are load-balanced automatically across the servers.

iNEWS A iNEWS A’

Primary System 1st Backup System

iNEWS A”

2nd Backup System (optional)
Client Client Client

In the event that one of the servers becomes unavailable, the users connected to that system would be 
logged off with a message. When they attempt to log back into the system, they will automatically be 
connected to an available server.

For more information about iNEWS mirroring, see the “Getting Started” section of the Avid iNEWS Setup 
and Configuration Guide.
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iNEWS Regional Replication
For regional replication, customers have the option to set up a separate server system in a location other 
than the primary news production location. This system would be licensed identically to the primary 
production system. On a weekly basis, the database from the primary system would be backed up to the 
disaster recovery system, with possible incremental backups performed nightly.

iNEWS A iNEWS A’

Primary System Remote Backup System

Client Client Client

Nightly 
Incremental

Backup

Some important, customer-defined areas of the iNEWS database could be mirrored regularly throughout 
the course of the day via FTP transfers. This remote system would be configured with appropriate 
hardware and licenses to accommodate users in the event that one of the primary systems were to 
become unavailable. News feeds could be ingested into the remote systems directly, ensuring that the 
latest wire content would be available in any event. Fairly static areas of the iNEWS database, such as 
archives, user files, and rolodex, would be backed up from the primary system and restored to the remote 
system on a daily or weekly basis. Rundowns and assignment desk areas could be mirrored to the remote 
system throughout the course of each day.

For more information, see the “Disaster Recovery Planning” section of the Avid iNEWS Administration 
Guide.

Interplay | MAM Replication
Interplay | MAM Web Services can be categorized into two groups: multi-instantiated Web Services, 
which support Active / Active service protection, and single-instantiated Web Services, which support 
Active / Passive service protection.

• Active / Active service protection: Services are part of a “service group” of identical services. In case of 
failure of a service, the workflow engine will automatically reassign the task to another service, as n+x 
redundancy, where “x” is at least one, ideally two services. Having two services allows maintenance to 
be performed on a service while still retaining redundancy to cover a failure of another service during 
this maintenance.
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• Active / Passive service protection: In case of failure of a service, the administrator can activate a 
standby service with a single click. Within seconds this service is available. The workflow engine will 
automatically re-assign the tasks to be performed by the failed service.

In addition, failure of the database is protected by a clustered server. The database will tolerate failure of a 
server without interruption of service.

The diagram below shows how MAM services can be configured for Active / Active failover. Services X 
and Y are available both on Servers A and A’.

MS IIS

MAM Server A
(MCS)

Service Configuration

MAM Control Center
(MCC)

MS SQL
Central

Repository
Database

Service X
Service Y

MS IIS

MAM Server A’
(MCS)

Service X
Service Y

SOAP
SQL

The level of redundancy for an Interplay MAM system is the customer’s decision. As services may be 
freely co-located on servers, installing stand-by services does not necessarily require installing additional 
hardware. Additional hardware may be required, though, when more performance is needed because 
more active servers are deployed.

Interplay | MAM on VMware HA Virtual Machines
Avid Interplay | MAM is designed and qualified for VMware® High Availability (HA) servers and provides 
easy-to-use high availability for the complete MAM ecosystem.

All parts of an Interplay | MAM environment can be installed on VMware virtual machines. These 
components include the Windows-based MAM components (MCS and MCP), the MAM Web Services 
(hosted by Microsoft IIS), the Microsoft SQL Server database, and Avid MediaCentral | UX.

For more information, see the VMware High Availability white paper from VMware Inc., http://www.
vmware.com/files/pdf/VMware-High-Availability-DS-EN.pdf

Conclusion
Using the Avid MediaCentral Platform allows flexibility in designing resilient, highly available systems for 
media production. Utilizing system redundancy, both locally and regionally, is the best way to ensure that 
media production systems keep running smoothly.
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Appendix A – Scripts to Mirror an Interplay Production System
The following scripts can be used to mirror or synchronize two Interplay Production systems. The first 
will copy and restore the metadata from the primary system. The second will copy and restore the user 
data. Both scripts use robocopy to copy the backup data. See Appendix B for more information about 
robocopy. Note that these scripts must be run as administrator.

mirror_interplay.bat
This script will copy the database backup files from the primary system and load them into the AvidWG\_
Backup folder of the backup system. It will then find the most recent backup and restore it. Note that it will 
leave the Interplay database in a locked state. You will have to use the Interplay Administrator application 
to unlock the database on the backup system before use.

@echo Mirroring bsi-vm6 to bsi-620-05 Interplay %date% %time%

@robocopy \\Interplay-A\WG_Database$\AvidWG\_Backup c:\incoming\_Backup /e 
/purge /np

@robocopy \\Interplay-A\WG_Database$\AvidWG\_Master c:\incoming\_Master /e 
/purge /np

@echo off

for /f “delims=” %%x in (‘dir /od /b c:\incoming\_Backup\*.*’) do set 
recent=%%x

@echo on

@”c:\Program Files\Avid\Avid Interplay Engine\Server\InterplayRestore.exe” 
/metadata c:\Workgroup_Databases\AvidWG /backupdir c:\incoming\_Backup /
backuptorestore c:\incoming\_Backup\%recent% > meta_data_restore.log

@robocopy c:\incoming\_Master c:\Workgroup_Databases\AvidWG\_Master /e /
purge /np

@del C:\Workgroup_Databases\AvidWG\_Database.1 /f /s /q > nul

@rmdir C:\Workgroup_Databases\AvidWG\_Database.1 /s /q

@del C:\Workgroup_Databases\AvidWG\_PropertyStore.1 /f /s /q > nul

@rmdir C:\Workgroup_Databases\AvidWG\_PropertyStore.1 /s /q

mirror_interplay_users.bat
This script will copy the internal data backup files from the primary system and load them into the 
_InternalData\_Backup folder of the backup system. It will then find the most recent internal data backup 
and restore it.

@echo Mirroring Interplay Users from bsi-vm6 to bsi-620-05 %date% %time%

@robocopy \\Interplay-A\WG_Database$\_InternalData\_Backup c:\incoming\_
InternalData_Backup -force /e /purge
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@echo off

for /f “delims=” %%x in (‘dir /od /b c:\incoming\_InternalData_
Backup\*.*’) do set recent=%%x

@echo on

@”c:\Program Files\Avid\Avid Interplay Engine\Server\NxNServerLock.exe”

@”c:\Program Files\Avid\Avid Interplay Engine\Server\InterplayRestore.
exe” /metadata c:\Workgroup_Databases\_InternalData /backupdir c:\
incoming\_InternalData_Backup /backuptorestore c:\incoming\_InternalData_
Backup\%recent% > user_data_restore.log

@del C:\Workgroup_Databases\_InternalData\_Database.1 /f /s /q > nul

@rmdir C:\Workgroup_Databases\_InternalData\_Database.1 /s /q

@del C:\Workgroup_Databases\_InternalData\_PropertyStore.1 /f /s /q > nul

@rmdir C:\Workgroup_Databases\_InternalData\_PropertyStore.1 /s /q

@”c:\Program Files\Avid\Avid Interplay Engine\Server\NxNServerUnlock.exe”

 

Appendix B –Scripts to Synchronize Files with ISIS.
Robocopy, rsync, and Unison are free utilities that can be used to actively mirror or synchronize two file 
systems. Mirroring is used for Active / Passive systems, where the primary file system is copied to the 
backup system. Robocopy, rsync, and Unison can perform continuous mirroring. Synchronization is used 
for Active / Active systems, where changes made on either file system are made on the other system. 
Unison can perform continuous synchronization.

• Robocopy is built into Windows (since Windows 7 / Windows Server 2008).
• rsync is available for download here: https://rsync.samba.org/download.html
• Unison is available for download here: http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~bcpierce/unison/

The following scripts can be used to mirror or synchronize two ISIS systems.
robocopy_mirror.bat
@echo Mirroring ISIS-A to ISIS-B %date% %time%

:start

@robocopy “\\ISIS-a\user\RobG_WG1\Avid MediaFiles” “\\ISIS-a\user\RobG_
WG2\Avid MediaFiles” /e /purge /np

@timeout /T 60 > NUL

@goto start
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rsync_mirror.bat
@echo Mirroring ISIS-A to ISIS-B %date% %time%

:start

@rsync.exe “//ISIS-A/user/Avid MediaFiles” “//ISIS-B/user/Avid MediaFiles” 
-a --delete --info=copy1,del1,remove1,name1 --exclude ‘Creating’

@timeout /T 60 > NUL

@goto start

Unison_mirror.bat
@echo Mirroring ISIS-A to ISIS-B %date% %time%

:start

@”Unison-2.40.102 Text.exe” “\\ISIS-A\user\Avid MediaFiles” “\\ISIS-B\
user\Avid MediaFiles” -force “\\ISIS-A\user\Avid MediaFiles” -batch -terse 
-ignore “Name Creating” -times -fastcheck true

@timeout /T 60 > NUL

@goto start

Unison_sync.bat
@echo Syncing ISIS-A with ISIS-B %date% %time%

:start

@”Unison-2.40.102 Text.exe” “\\ISIS-A\user\Avid MediaFiles” “\\ISIS-B\
user\Avid MediaFiles” -batch -terse -ignore “Name Creating” -times 
-fastcheck true

@timeout /T 60 > NUL

@goto start

Note that the scripts will ignore the contents of the “Creating” folders, which avoids copying media files 
that are in the process of being created.

Also note the number 60 in the timeout command. This specifies a one minute delay between file system 
scans to reduce the CPU and IO load. This number can be tuned to balance load and RPO of the 
system.
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